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QUESTION 1

Exhibit. 

Referring to the exhibit, which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The c-1 TSYS has a reservation for the security flow resource. 
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B. The c-1 TSYS can use security flow resources up to the system maximum. 

C. The c-1 TSYS cannot use any security flow resources. 

D. The c-1 TSYS has no reservation for the security flow resource. 

Correct Answer: CD 

Explanation: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/topic- map/security-profile-logical-system.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Your Source NAT implementation uses an address pool that contains multiple IPv4 addresses Your users report that
when they establish more than one session with an external application, they are prompted to authenticate multiple
times External hosts must not be able to establish sessions with internal network hosts. 

What will solve this problem? 

A. Disable PAT. 

B. Enable destination NAT. 

C. Enable persistent NAT 

D. Enable address persistence. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The solution to this problem is to enable address persistence. This will ensure that the same external IP
address is used for multiple sessions between an internal host and an external host. This will result in only one
authentication being required, as the same external IP address will be used for all sessions. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are asked to download and install the IPS signature database to a device operating in chassis cluster mode. Which
statement is correct in this scenario? 

A. You must download and install the IPS signature package on the primary node. 

B. The first synchronization of the backup node and the primary node must be performed manually. 

C. The first time you synchronize the IPS signature package from the primary node to the backup node, the primary
node must be rebooted. 

D. The IPS signature package must be downloaded and installed on the primary and backup nodes. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Exhibit 
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Referring to the exhibit, which statement is true? 

A. This custom block list feed will be used before the Juniper Seclntel 

B. This custom block list feed cannot be saved if the Juniper Seclntel block list feed is configured. 

C. This custom block list feed will be used instead of the Juniper Seclntel block list feed 

D. This custom block list feed will be used after the Juniper Seclntel block list feed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to enforce I DP policies on HTTP traffic. 

In this scenario, which two actions must be performed on your SRX Series device? (Choose two ) 
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A. Choose an attacks type in the predefined-attacks-group HTTP-All. 

B. Disable screen options on the Untrust zone. 

C. Specify an action of None. 

D. Match on application junos-http. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: To enforce IDP policies on HTTP traffic on an SRX Series device, the following actions must be
performed: 

Choose an attacks type in the predefined-attacks-group HTTP-All: This allows the SRX Series device to match on
specific types of attacks that can occur within HTTP traffic. For example, it can match on SQL injection or cross-site
scripting 

(XSS) attacks. 

Match on application junos-http: This allows the SRX Series device to match on HTTP traffic specifically, as opposed to
other types of traffic. It is necessary to properly identify the traffic that needs to be protected. Disabling screen options
on 

the Untrust zone and specifying an action of None are not necessary to enforce IDP policies on HTTP traffic. The first
one is a feature used to prevent certain types of attacks, the second one is used to take no action in case of a match. 
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